Excavator Bearing

SWS Bearings LTD

www.sws-bearings.com

SWS Bearings LTD is one of the most reliable bearings

factories and exporters in China.We mainly supply roller and ball
bearings.
SWS was founded in 2001, located in Chang Zhou
city,Jiangsu Province.It just takes around 2 hours from Chang Zhou
to Shanghai by car, and very convenient transportation. In 2005,SWS
has invested three factories in Shandong and Dalian city. Our
products sell worldwide.
Our products and service include:
1.Clutch Release Bearings
2.Miniature and middle-large size deep groove ball bearing
3.Double-row self-aligning roller bearing
4.Four-row heavy type cylindrical roller bearing
5.Self-aligning roller bearing
6.Axial thrust ball bearing, thrust ball and roller bearing
7.Single and double taper roller bearing
8.Needle roller bearing
9.High precision spindle bearing
10.Pillow block bearing, bush, steel balls
SWS bearings are widely used in railway,mining,mechanical
equipment, automobile,ship, metallurgy, petrifaction, electric power,
agriculture, textile and aviation, etc.
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Excavator Bearing
Excavator specialized angular ball bearing are used for the application of
excavator machiner .This kind of angular contact ball bearing has big contact angle(40
degree),so can under take big axial load ,and aslo axial radial allied load .Moreover it
can carry heavier load capacity than the same size bearings because it has more balls
inside .It is widely used for all imported exavator.
High-accuracy, low-noise, longlife and this kink of bearing are widely used in
excavator. Mainly used for KOBELCO excavator, KOMATSU excavator, CATERPILLAR
excavator, KATO excavator, HITACHI excavator, DAEWOO excavator, HYUNDAI
excavator, Volvo excavator, etc.
Excavator specialized angular ball bearing are used for the application of
excavator machinery. This kind of angular contact ball bearing has big contact
angle(40 degree), so can under take big axial load, and aslo axial radial allied load.
Moreover it can carry heavier load capacity than the same size bearings because it has
more balls inside. It is widely used for all imported exavator.
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